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Concept

Rainwater harvesting means capturing the rain where it falls or 
capturing the runoff and taking measures to store that water 
and keep it clean.

Rainwater harvesting can be undertaken through a variety of 
ways:

•capturing run-off from roof tops

•capturing run-off from local catchments

•capturing seasonal floodwater from
local streams

•conserving water through watershed
management





Functions of rainwater harvesting

Harvesting rainwater has several functions:

•providing water to people and livestock

•providing water for food and cash crops

• increasing groundwater recharge

•reducing storm water discharges, urban
floods and overloading of sewage
treatment plants

•reducing seawater ingress in coastal
areas



System components 

Domestic rainwater harvesting 
system consist of:

•a collection surface,

•a storage tank, and

•guttering or channels to 
transport the water from 
one to the other.

Peripheral equipment 
sometimes incorporated:

•a first-flush system,

•a filtration equipment, and

•settling chambers

Roof catchment systems
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Roof catchment systems
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Roof catchment systems
Surface harvesting



Ground & rock catchment systems 
System components

Ground & rock catchment systems consist of:

• a collection surface,

• a storage tank, and

• guttering or channels



Contour trenches

Contour trenches trap rain water, enable it to percolate to
underground aquifers and break the speed of fast moving water

Source: WOTR n.y.

Watershed management



Stone bunds across the slope to arrest the flow of water and
control erosion in areas where soil work is not possible

Watershed management



Watershed management

Afforestation & field bunds

Afforestation and pasture
development on barren
wastelands (top) and field
bunds (bottom)



Watershed management

Gully plugs and nala bunds

Gully plugs and nala bunds help to
control the flow of water,
sedimentation and recharge ground
water aquifers



Watershed management
Check dams and percolation tanks

Check dams and percolation
tanks at the lowest end of
the drainage outlet



Applicability

• water for domestic and agricultural purposes (e.g. drinking,
irrigation, flushing toilet, etc.)

Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages:

source of water where

groundwater resources are

unavailable or costly

Disadvantages:

Unreliable
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